The stripe model of domain structure in multilayers is studied by micromagnetic simulation. The results indicate a strong reduction of the effective domain wall energy (by dipolar effects). Domain width measurements on sputtered Co/Pd multilayers are compared with the theory. The estimated exchange stiffness is comparable with that of bulk Co. The effects of interface roughness and of interlayer exchange are discussed.
Domain structures in magnetic multilayers (MLs) with perpendicular anisotropy may attract interest for two main reasons: the tendency to spontaneous domain formation needs to be known and controlled in recording applications, and comparisons of the observed structures with appropriate models may be used to study the exchange stiffness. This paper has the latter motive. We extend the stripe-domain model [1] including the real wall structure ~using fine finite elements), and compare the theory and experimental results on sputtered Co/Pd MLs [2, 3] including new data; the estimated exchange stiffness fitting of the results is compared with bulk values [4] .
The stripe domain model consisting of straight domains of alternating mean magnetization direction ('up' and 'down' along the film normal) for MLs has so far been used in its 'classical' or 'rigid' version [1] , where the magnetization is uniform in each domain and the walls are treated as ideal planar boundaries endowed with constant surface energy densities. The predicted dependence [3] of the equilibrium domain width D on the total ML thickness T closely follows a single 'universal' curve if both D and T are scaled by the characteristic length
where Ms* =fMs, K~* =fK u and A* =fA are, respectively, the saturation magnetization, the uniaxial anisotropy constant and the (in-plane) exchange stiffness assigned to the ML as a whole, while M s, K u and A are the respec-* Corresponding author. Email: kamber@fzu.cz; fax: +42-2-312-3184.
tive constants assigned to the magnetic layers of thickness t m (separated by spacer layers of thickness ts), and f= trn/(t m + t s) is the filling factor. The 'universal' line (U in Fig. la,b ) was obtained earlier [5] for uniform films (f= 1). However, the Bloch wall structure assumed in Eq. (1) is not stable and the flux-closing (Nrel wall) structure has lower energy [6] . This effect is enhanced [7, 8] by the lack of interlayer exchange in the ML. Thus realistic models should predict finer domains than the 'rigid' stripe model.
We have now investigated the stripe model 'micromagnetically', simulating the entire magnetic structure by periodic arrays of fine, uniformly magnetized elements shaped as square rods, with sides equal to t m (1-4 atoms), and seeking equilibrium by iterative relaxation. The results are illustrated in Fig. l(a) as the scaled dependence of D/I * on T/l *, for three values of the quality factor of the magnetic layers, Q = 2Ku/tzoM ~. These predictions are indeed far from those of the 'rigid' model (U line). As shown in Fig. l(b) , almost universal scaling is approximately restored when an effective characteristic length is used for the scaling:
where K~*ff=f(K,-0.5/%M 2) is the effective (directly measured) anisotropy constant. The 'universality' breaks down when Q~l or D--->T, and cannot be used for precise fitting.
More specific model results were compared with our measurements of domain widths in demagnetized Co/Pd MLs prepared by rf sputtering in Ar, and characterized magnetically by VSM and torque measurements [2] method and by MFM. Table 1 presents our earlier data [3] , and new results for two thin MLs with very flat domains. The micromagnetic model was used for each set of ML structure and magnetic parameters. With D oscillating around the experimental D O , the exchange stiffness constant A was changed until D o corresponded to the minimum of total energy. The resulting A values, also presented in Table 1 , are much larger than our earlier ('rigid' [3] . The value from neutron diffraction on bulk Co [4] is 30 pJ/m. In the last four samples (rows) in Table 1 , the variation of A correlates with that of M~, and the latter exceeds that of bulk Co, which indicates distribution of both the magnetic moments and the lateral exchange stiffness over magnetic thickness t m exceeding the nominal tco. This view is supported by X-ray diffraction data [2] and also by recent pattern-recognition analysis of XPS data [9] , which indicate considerable interface roughness in our MLs. Such broadening of the magnetic layer profiles was also simulated in the present model. As long as the macroscopic (measured) T, K~}f and Ms* (and thus leaf) are kept constant (which is the case for curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 1) , the predicted domain size does not practically change (as seen in Fig. lb) .
The remarkably low value of A obtained for the sample with the largest Pd thickness, exceeding the margin of 2 nm which seems to be the limit for interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) in Co/Pd MLs [10] , raises the question of the possible role of the IEC in the domain structures. A large IEC would inhibit the flux closure reducing the wall energy. This was also verified in our model: we varied the ratio of the IEC to the in-plane exchange coupling and found that the effective wall energy (or characteristic length [6] ) increases rapidly between the values 0 and 0.1 for this ratio, and remains constant thereafter. Thus a lower in-plane exchange coupling would be needed to fit the experiments with a large IEC added to the model. The present one-parameter fitting thus calls for extension to include variations in the domain width in MLs with varying IEC (i.e. spacer layer thickness or composition).
